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The UCC filing above was done in 2011 by Everton Rocha. I have never met him,
but I understood immediately what he was doing. He was covering his butt. I
immediately did the same thing, with a twist--- I covered my own and everyone
else's butts, including the states of the union, all the way back to 1860.
I don't know what is so "mysterious" about this document for so many people. To me
it is plain as day. The named Debtors owe the original Treasury the entire amount of
the so-called National Debt, plus penalties.
Everton filed and gave notice that he was extracting his ESTATE out of the giant
slush-pile. I gave similar notice and step-by-step retrieved and extracted everything
all the way back to the original States of America, which means: California, Vermont,
Florida, Wisconsin, Alabama.....
In international jurisdiction there are no real people, there are only "persons" and
"beneficiaries" of persons who may be named as creditors or interest holders. This is
why your actual states (not any corporate franchises operated as states of states)
have sovereignty in international jurisdiction both on the land and the sea.
Now, remember that thanks to The Definitive Treaty of Paris 1783 and The
Constitution for the united States of America, these international "powers" of your
states were granted first to the unincorporated entity known as The United States of
America, and then nineteen enumerated "powers" were further delegated to The
United States operated by the British King.
Also remember that when you operate in this strange people-less international
jurisdiction of the sea you must do so via a "person"----either unincorporated or
incorporated.
These "persons" are named like ships are named and they operate either as trading
vessels or as commercial vessels depending on where they are domiciled.
A vessel domiciled on the land of an American state is by definition unincorporated
and must be recognized as an American vessel engaged in peaceful international

trade. Such vessels fly the Civil Peacetime Flag of the United States, which has
distinctive vertical stripes.
A vessel domiciled in the federal territorial jurisdiction or the federal municipal
jurisdiction has to be recognized as an incorporated franchise --a U.S. commercial
vessel that is engaged in perpetual warfare. All these vessels fly the Wartime Flag of
the United States known as the Stars and Stripes.
Your peaceful American states are known simply as Wisconsin, Alabama, and so on,
and their unincorporated businesses are known as the Wisconsin State, Alabama
State.... et alia. Your peaceful Trade Name domiciled on the land and having the
form: John Jacob Johnston can also serve as the name of a trading vessel on the
sea--- a peaceful American Trading Vessel.
But, if you fly the wartime flag of the United States, your vessel can easily be
mistaken as a US Commercial Vessel operated as a Foreign Situs Trust by the federal
territorial United States as "John Jacob Johnston" or the municipal United States as
"JOHN JACOB JOHNSTON".
FDR took advantage of these unknown facts to betray and enslave and saddle
everyone in America with the debts of a private, mostly foreign-owned governmental
services corporation merely calling itself "the United States of America"----Inc. And
his swindle worked. He let the bankruptcy trustees loose on the unsuspecting
American public and these evil men simply "presumed" that everyone using a name
in the form: John Jacob Johnston (Upper and Lower Case) must be a U.S. Foreign
Situs Trust, liable for the so-called "National debt."
They just didn't mention which nation--- ours or theirs.
We wound up paying for all the debts of the Territorial United States wracked up by
the United States of America, Inc., and at the same time, the Municipal United States
government, another corporation merely calling itself the UNITED STATES picked up
the service contract and created a whole flotilla of Cestui Que Vie trusts named after
us---- JOHN JACOB JOHNSTON, MARY ALICE COMPTON, LILIAN MARIE
GROSSKREUTZ.....
So now the UNITED STATES is in Chapter 7 bankruptcy, and our ESTATE vessels
gratuitously created "for" us by the US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE and "removed"
to "Puerto Rico" for "safe-keeping" without our knowledge or consent, are again
being "presumed" to be chattel property and unclaimed accounts belonging to the
UNITED STATES---- and being subsumed into the bankruptcy and liquidation of the
UNITED STATES.
Mr. Rocha saw that coming and put up his hand--- "Not my ESTATE! My estate
belongs to the living man---the one with hands and legs! Extract ME out of this
mess and recognize the actual creditor who is owed the entire debt!"
I did the same thing, only I expanded on it---- and made the claim for each one of
the States and all the living people not only against the Debtors named in this
document but all the other DEBTORS and Debtors, too---- against the STATES OF
STATES and the States of States, against MICHAEL DAVID DOE and Michael David
Doe, U.S. Foreign Situs Trust, and MICHAEL D. DOE, a U.S. Public Transmitting
Utility and MICHAEL DAVID DOE a bankrupt CITIZEN ORGANIZATION and so on and
on and on.

And I just kept rolling it all back so that layer by layer, the actual states of the Union
and the actual living people of the land jurisdiction were established as the
Paramount Security Interest Holders and Priority Secured Creditors of the whole
rotten shebang.
This took hundreds of filings. This was all done and all carried out at my own
expense and the expense of a few other Americans who served notice and
established liens-- both non-UCC and Agricultural Liens for every state and every
American.
Then we published the Private Registered Indemnity Bond covering all the actual
states of the Union. Taken all together, we hold Title, Lien, and Bond for every
state and every American.
OPPT did something similar.
Unfortunately for OPPT, it is not and does not represent the actual Paramount
Secured Interest Holders, nor is it a Priority Secured Creditor. We are. The
American States and People.
OPPT is a Secondary Creditor representing the interests only of the Territorial and
Municipal Citizens, people like Bar Attorney Heather Tucci-Jarraf.
My husband and I are actual people who live on the land jurisdiction of the United
States. All our "vessels" (names) are domiciled permanently on the land and soil of
our respective birth states of the union----and we have the family histories and
public records fully establishing that: (1) our families have been here since 1609; (2)
we are free sovereigns in our own right; (3) the "National Debt" and all penalties
related to it are owed to us and to our actual states of the Union and our
countrymen. Not our bankrupt spendthrift employees.
So when we show up at the Foreclosure auction and the Bankruptcy proceedings and
we tell the Bankruptcy Trustees that we are the Paramount Security Interest Holders
and Priority Secured Creditors presenting our selves and our own interests without
reference to our employees---- guess what?
That throws all the Secondary Creditors into the backseat, where they belong. They
are welcome to discharge the debts of their Persons/PERSONS in bankruptcy, but as
for us, we are owed not only the discharge of debts accumulated by any federal
"persons" operated in our names without our knowledge or consent, but the return of
all our purloined assets, free, clear, and unharmed.
Thus a giant national bankruptcy of the Territorial and Municipal United States is
underway at the same time that a giant national probate releasing the assets of the
actual United States is owed.
And that is what the mysterious filing by Everton Rocha and all the various follow-up
filings accomplished by me and my team are about--- extracting our states and all
our good names out of the bankruptcy slush pile and bringing forward the claims of
the victims of all this fraud reclaiming their Cestui Que Vie ESTATES.

We have done all this in support of you. What have you done in support of
yourselves? In support of our effort? These vermin tried to take everything you
have via another swindle and nobody stood up, but us. The Pope? Too busy
covering the guilty Church's butt. The Queen----? Our "Trustee" on the "High Seas
and Navigable Inland Waterways"?---- too busy reaching for her smelling salts. The
Lord Mayor of London who owes us "perpetual amity and friendship"?------snarling
behind his filthy red dragon and the green, black, and white dragons, too, for all the
good it will do him.
Come now, wake up. Wake up all the way. Get motivated. Get moving. Spread
the word. We have the weather-gauge and are bearing down, but it is up to each
and every one of you to educate yourselves and your families and your friends and
your communities countrywide. It's up to you to support us and the work we have
taken on. All this had to be done by just a few volunteers using their own resources.
Now we need all of you to weigh in and shove.
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